As companies adapt to the challenges of COVID-19, a focus must now be on getting back to work through nimble, sustainable, and productive practices that protect the health and safety of employees and customers and enable long-term growth.

**Rapidly Mitigate Health Risks, Creating a Safe Place to Work**

**Make Data-Driven Decisions in the Command Center**

**Set the Path to Prevail in the Post-Pandemic World**

**Health & Safety**
- Track and assess employee health status
- Track interactions through contact tracing and create automated follow up tasks
- Manage and respond to incidents and questions

**Operations**
- Operationalize Back to Work governance model
- Re-design safety processes to meet new workforce needs
- Communicate and train on new safety processes

**Risk Management**
- Reduce further disruptions to your workforce and operations
- Facilitate compliance with CDC and government guidelines
- Develop long-term business continuity and enterprise risk plans

---


**Protect**
*Immediate Results in 5 - 6 Weeks*

**Weeks 1-2**
- Back to Work Strategy Alignment
- Rapidly Implement Work.com
  - Employee Wellness Checks
  - Employee Data Import
  - Communications & Training

**Weeks 3-6**
- Expand Work.com Features
  - Employee Manual Contact Tracing
  - Workplace Command Center Dashboard
  - COVID-19 Data Platform
  - Back to Work Gap Analysis & Roadmap
  - Communications & Training
  - One-Month Post Go-Live Check In

**Prevail**
*Customize Your Path*

**Tailored Solutions**
- Additional Work.com Features
- Workspace, Capacity & Shift Planning
- Business Continuity & Risk Management
- Employee Upskilling
- Process Optimization
- Compliance Tracking

---

For more information, contact Leann Landry, llandry@wmp.com, or Andrew Gaeckle, agaeckle@wmp.com